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Abstract
In this paper, we give estimates of character sums of Weil type. They are associated with
polynomials and rational functions with coefﬁcients in a quadratic extension k2 of a ﬁnite ﬁeld
k of q elements, additive and multiplicative characters of k2, and summed over the kernel of
the norm map from k×2 to k×. The bounds are of the magnitude O(
√
q) with the implied
constant depending on the degree of the polynomial and the total degree of the support of the
rational function, similar to Weil’s estimates over k.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let k be a ﬁnite ﬁeld of characteristic p and cardinality q. Denote by K the rational
function ﬁeld k(T ). In 1948 Weil proved in [Weil] the following celebrated character
sum estimates associated to additive, multiplicative, and both additive and multiplicative
characters:
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Theorem 1. (1) Let f (T ) be a polynomial over k of degree n, and let  be a nontrivial
additive character of k. Suppose (n, q) = 1. Then∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈k
(f (x))
∣∣∣∣∣ (n − 1)√q.
(2) Let g(T ) be a nonzero rational function over k. Denote by supp g the set of
places of K where g has either a zero or a pole. Let  be a multiplicative character of
k× of order d. Let m be the total degree of the places v in supp g such that the order
of g at v is not a multiple of d . Suppose that m > 0. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈P 1(k)
(g(x))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (m − 2)
√
q.
(3) Let f, g,, , n,m be as above. Suppose (n, q) = 1 and m > 0. Then∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈k
(g(x))(f (x))
∣∣∣∣∣ (m + n − 1)√q.
It should be remarked that in the above statement, the domain of  is extended to
the projective line P 1(k) over k by letting (0) = (∞) = 0.
A proof of Weil’s theorem can be found in Section 2, Chapter 6 of [Li1]. The
approach there is to ﬁnd, for each case, an idele class character  of K such that
the character sum to be estimated is the sum of  at a uniformizer at the degree one
places of K where  is unramiﬁed. Then the desired estimate follows readily from the
Riemann hypothesis for curves. This is discussed in detail in Section 1, Chapter 6 of
[Li1]. We summarize the estimate below, as it will be used repeatedly in this paper to
obtain character sum estimates.
Proposition 1. Let  be an idele class character of K with conductor f(). Then∣∣∣∑ v(v)∣∣∣ (deg f() − 2)√q,
where the sum is over places v of K of degree 1 such that v is unramiﬁed, and v
is a uniformizer at v.
Using the same method, in this paper we extend Theorem 1 to the case where f
and g have coefﬁcients in a quadratic extension k2 of k,  and  are additive and
multiplicative characters of k2, and the sum is over the subgroup N of k×2 consisting
of elements whose norm to k is 1. See Corollary 1 and Theorem 4 in Section 2,
and Corollary 3 and Theorem 6 in Section 3 for details. In particular, we obtain the
following estimate.
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Theorem 2. Let F be a polynomial over k of degree d prime to p,  a nontrivial
additive character of k,  a character of k×2 , and  a nonzero element in k2. Then
we have ∣∣∣∣∣
∑
t∈N
(t)(F (Tr(t)))
∣∣∣∣∣ 2d√q,
where Tr denotes the trace map from k2 to k.
This character sum estimate has applications in [GPGS], where the authors consider
character sums involving Dickson polynomials. Another application of the results in
this paper (Corollary 1) is to construct periodic cyclically different sequences with low
correlations, given in Section 4.
It is interesting to compare the results in this paper with the character sum estimates
over p-adic ﬁelds studied in [Li2], which is another generalization of Weil’s theorem.
2. Character sums attached to an additive character
Fix an element y ∈ k2 so that k2 = k(y). By Hilbert Theorem 90, we may describe
the norm 1 elements in k2 in terms of the elements of the projective line P 1(k) as
N =
{
yq + a
y + a : a ∈ P
1(k)
}
with the convention that the quotient is 1 for a = ∞. Denote by w the degree two
place of K = k(T ) corresponding to y and its conjugate yq . At each place v of K,
denote by Kv the completion of K at v, Ov the ring of integral elements in Kv , v a
uniformizer of Ov so that it generates the maximal ideal Pv of Ov , and Uv the group
of units in Ov . Observe that any choice of w vanishes at y and yq .
The main result of this section is the following theorem, from which we shall derive
various character sum estimates.
Theorem 3. Given a polynomial H over k2 of degree d prime to p and a nontrivial
additive character  of k2, there exist a constant c of absolute value 1 and an idele
class character  of K with conductor (d + 1)w (and thus unramiﬁed outside w) such
that at a place v of degree one with v = T + a, a ∈ k, we have
v(v) = c
(
H
(
1
y + a
))
,
and ∞(∞) = c(H(0)).
We begin the proof of Theorem 3. By choosing c = (−H(0)), we shall assume
H(0) = 0, and thus the goal is to construct an idele class character  of K with
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conductor (d + 1)w so that at a place v of degree one with v = T + a, a ∈ k, we
have
v(v) = 
(
H
(
1
y + a
))
,
and ∞(∞) = 1.
Since the place w has degree two, the residue ﬁeld Ow/Pw of Kw is isomorphic to
k2. Further, by Hensel lifting, the group Uw contains a subgroup U of (q2 − 1)th roots
of unity, and Uw = U(1 + Pw). Let Q(T ) = (T − y)(T − yq) be the monic minimal
polynomial of y over k. Clearly, any polynomial in K not divisible by Q(T ) does not
vanish at y and yq . Since the polynomial T q2 − T splits over k2 and it is divisible by
Q(T ) exactly once, we shall choose w to be T q
2 − T . As our character  will be
ramiﬁed only at the place w, we start by deﬁning w, the restriction of  to K×w , on
the group of units Uw. The strategy is to ﬁnd ﬁrst a continuous homomorphism from
Uw to the group 1 + xk2[[x]], and then a character on 1 + xk2[[x]] using  and H.
The character w on Uw will be the composition of these two maps.
Lemma 1. Let P(T ) be a polynomial in K of degree n. There holds
P(T )q
2 = P(T ) + P ′(T )w + P
′′(T )
2! 
2
w + · · · +
P (n)(T )
n! 
n
w, (1)
where P (i) denotes the ith formal derivative of P, and P (i)(T )
i! means that integral
common factors are removed before modulo p.
Proof. Since raising a polynomial to q2th power is a k-linear homomorphism on
polynomials in K, it sufﬁces to prove the lemma for monomials T n. In this case,
noting that the ith derivative of T n divided by i! is (n
i
)
T n−i , we may restate the
desired identity as
(T n)q
2 =
∑
0 in
(
n
i
)
T n−iiw,
which obviously holds since the right-hand side is the expansion of (T + w)n =
(T q
2
)n. 
In particular, when the polynomial P(T ) is relatively prime to Q(T ), the quotient
P(T )q
2
P(T )
lies in 1 + wOw, and we obtain a map  from the polynomials P(T ) in K
coprime to Q(T ) to the group of formal power series 1 + xk2[[x]] by
(P (T )) = 1 + P
′(y)
P (y)
x + (P
′′/2!)(y)
P (y)
x2 + · · · + (P
(n)/n!)(y)
P (y)
xn + · · · .
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It follows from (1) that if P1(T ) and P2(T ) are two polynomials in K both prime
to Q(T ), then (P1(T )P2(T )) = (P1(T ))(P2(T )). Moreover, since (P (T )) is in-
vertible in 1 + xk2[[x]], we may extend  to a homomorphism from the multiplicative
group W generated by the polynomials in K coprime to Q(T ) to the group 1+xk2[[x]].
Lemma 2. The map  : W −→ 1+ xk2[[x]] is continuous with respect to the topology
on W induced from Kw and the topology on 1 + xk2[[x]] induced from k2((x)).
Proof. Since  is a homomorphism, it sufﬁces to show that for any m1, elements in
W ∩ (1+mwOw) are mapped to 1+ xmk2[[x]]. Indeed, an element in W ∩ (1+mwOw)
can be written as z = 1 + R(T )
P (T )
mw with polynomials P(T ) in W and R(T ) in K. It
follows from the deﬁnition of  that (z) is obtained by ﬁrst writing
zq
2
/z =
(
1 +
(
R(T )
P (T )
mw
)q2)/(
1 + R(T )
P (T )
mw
)
= 1 − R(T )
P (T )
mw +
(
R(T )
P (T )
mw
)2
− · · · + (−1)q2−1
(
R(T )
P (T )
mw
)q2−1
and then replacing T in the coefﬁcient of 1w by y and w by x to get
(z) = 1 − R(y)
P (y)
xm +
(
R(y)
P (y)
)2
x2m − · · · + (−1)q2−1
(
R(y)
P (y)
)q2−1
xm(q
2−1),
which clearly shows that (z) lies in 1 + xmk2[[x]]. 
As W is dense in the group of units Uw, the above lemma allows us to extend  to
a homomorphism from Uw to 1+ xk2[[x]] by continuity. Since, the only roots of unity
in 1 + xk2[[x]] is the identity element, the map  is trivial on U. This proves
Lemma 3. The continuous homomorphism  : Uw −→ 1+ xk2[[x]] is trivial on U, the
group of (q2 − 1)th roots of unity in Uw.
This ﬁnishes the ﬁrst step towards constructing w on Uw. We proceed to construct
a character of 1 + xk2[[x]]. For a polynomial h(x) of degree n in 1 + xk2[[x]], factor
h(x) = (1 − 1x) · · · (1 − nx) (2)
with i in a ﬁxed algebraic closure of k2. Deﬁne
(h(x)) = (H(1) + · · · + H(n))−1. (3)
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It was shown on pp. 98–99 of [Li1] that H(1)+· · ·+H(n) lies in k2 so that (h(x))
is a well-deﬁned homomorphism from the subgroup of polynomials in 1 + xk2[[x]]
to the unit circle in the complex plane. Further,  is trivial on the polynomials in
1 + xd+1k2[[x]], and hence, by continuity, it extends to a character of 1 + xk2[[x]]
trivial on 1 + xd+1k2[[x]]. We summarize the properties of  in
Lemma 4 (cf. [Li1] pp. 98–99). Given a polynomial H of degree d over k2 and a
nontrivial additive character  of k2, the homomorphism on the polynomials in 1 +
xk2[[x]] deﬁned by (3) extends to a character  of 1+xk2[[x]] trivial on 1+xd+1k2[[x]].
It is not trivial on 1 + xdk2[[x]] if the degree d of H is prime to p.
Let w = ◦ so that it is a character of Uw trivial on U. We compute its conductor.
Lemma 5. The conductor of w is (d + 1)w if d is prime to p.
Proof. We have to show that w is trivial on 1 + d+1w Ow but not on 1 + dwOw. In
view of Lemma 4 and the proof of Lemma 2, w is trivial on 1 + d+1w Ow, and it re-
mains to prove that  induces a surjective map from 1+dwOw to (1+xdk2[[x]])/(1+
xd+1k2[[x]]). Indeed, let R(T ) = 1 + Q(T )dS(T ) = 1 + (T − y)d(T − yq)dS(T ),
where S(T ) is a polynomial in K. Then we have R(y) = 1, R′(y) = R′′2! (y) = · · · =
R(d−1)
(d−1)! (y) = 0, and R
(d)
d! (y) = (y − yq)dS(y). Hence (R(T )) ≡ 1 + (y − yq)dS(y)xd
modulo 1 + xd+1k2[[x]]. Since (y − yq)d is a nonzero element in k2, as S(T ) runs
through all polynomials over k of degree at most 1, (R(T )) runs through all repre-
sentatives of (1 + xdk2[[x]])/(1 + xd+1k2[[x]]). 
Extend w to a character  on the subgroup J := 〈∞〉
∏
all places v Uv of the ideles
of K such that it is w on Uw and trivial elsewhere. Since K× ∩ J = k× and w
is trivial on U which contains k×, we may further extend  to the product K×J by
letting  trivial on K×. But K×J is the whole group of ideles of K, therefore  is an
idele class character of K.
To ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 3, we check the value of  at v for each place v of
degree 1. At v = ∞, we have ∞(∞) = 1 by deﬁnition. Now let v be a degree one
place with v = T +a for some a ∈ k. It follows from 1 = (T +a) = v(v)w(T +a)
that
v(v) = w(T + a)−1 = (T + a)−1
= 
(
1 + 1
y + a x
)−1
= 
(
H
(
1
y + a
))
,
as desired. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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An immediate consequence of Theorem 3 is
Corollary 1. Given a polynomial H over k2 of degree d prime to p and a nontrivial
additive character  of k2, we have∣∣∣∣∣
∑
t∈N
(H(t))
∣∣∣∣∣ 2d√q.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 that for any polynomial G(T )
over k2 of degree d prime to p, we have∣∣∣∣∣(G(0)) +
∑
a∈k

(
G
(
1
y + a
))∣∣∣∣∣ 2d√q (4)
since c has absolute value 1 and the degree of the conductor of  is 2(d + 1). We
draw a connection between 1
y+a for a ∈ P 1(k) and elements in N. As remarked at the
beginning of this section, elements in N can be written as quotients
yq + a
y + a = 1 + (y
q − y) 1
y + a , a ∈ P
1(k).
Therefore the corollary follows from (4) applied to the polynomial G(T ) = H(1 +
(yq − y)T ), which has degree d. 
The corollary above can be extended to include a nontrivial multiplicative character
of k×2 . More precisely, we prove
Theorem 4. Let  be a multiplicative character of k×2 and H and  be as in Theorem
3. Then we have ∣∣∣∣∣
∑
t∈N
(t)(H(t))
∣∣∣∣∣ 2d√q.
Proof. The case of trivial  is the corollary above. Assume  nontrivial. It was shown
in the proof of Theorem 6 in Section 3, Chapter 6 of [Li1] that for any nontrivial ,
there exists an idele class character 	 of K with conductor w such that at a place v of
degree one with v = T + a, a ∈ k, we have
	v(v) = 
(
yq + a
y + a
)
,
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and 	∞(∞) = 1 = (1). Let  be the idele class character of K arising from  and
the polynomial G(T ) = H(1 + (yq − y)T ) as in Theorem 3. Then the product 	 is
an idele class character of K of conductor (d + 1)w such that at a place v of degree
1 with v = T + a, a ∈ k, we have
	vv(v) = c
(
yq + a
y + a
)

(
H
(
yq + a
y + a
))
,
and 	∞∞(∞) = c(1)(H(1)). Consequently the theorem holds by Proposition 1. 
The following specialization of Corollary 1 is used in [GPGS], where the authors
consider character sums involving Dickson polynomials, which in turn has potential
applications to polynomial generators of pseudorandom numbers. This is the result
alluded to in Section 1.
Theorem 2. Let F(x) be a polynomial over k with degree d prime to p, and let  be
a nontrivial additive character of k. Let  be a multiplicative character of k×2 . Thenfor any nonzero element  of k2, we have∣∣∣∣∣
∑
t∈N
(t)(F (Tr(t)))
∣∣∣∣∣ 2d√q.
Here Tr is the trace map from k2 to k.
Proof. Observe that
Lemma 6. Given  ∈ k×2 , there is a polynomial G(T ) over k2 of degree d such that
F(Tr(t)) = Tr(G(t)) for all t ∈ N .
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove the statement for F(T ) a monomial. Using the binomial
theorem and the fact that all elements in N have the same norm in k, equal to b say,
we have, for t ∈ N and n1,
(Tr(t))n = (t + q tq)n
= (t)n + (q tq)n + b
(
n
1
)
((t)n−2 + (q tq)n−2) + · · ·
+b[n/2]
(
n
[n/2]
)
(t + q tq)n−2[n/2]
= Tr((t)n) + b
(
n
1
)
Tr((t)n−2) + · · · .
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For n odd, the last term in the above expression is b[n/2]
(
n
[n/2]
)
Tr(t); and for even n
the last term is a constant, which is equal to zero if the characteristic of k is 2, and
equal to Tr(
(
n
[n/2]
)
b[n/2]/2) if the characteristic is odd. At any rate, we see that (Tr(t))n
is equal to Tr of a polynomial of degree n in t over k, and hence a polynomial of
degree n in t over k2. 
Therefore we have (F (Tr(t))) = (Tr(G(t))) for all t ∈ N . As ◦Tr is a nontrivial
additive character of k2, the desired conclusion follows from Theorem 4. 
We end this section by discussing the case when the degree of the polynomial H is
not prime to p, the characteristic of k. Write H(T ) = H1(T ) + H2(T ), where H1(T )
consists of the terms in H(T ) whose exponents are coprime to p, and H2(T ) those
whose exponents are multiples of p. Then H2(T ) = G(T )p for some polynomial G(T )
over k2. Fix a nontrivial additive character  of the prime ﬁeld Fp. Then, any additive
character  of k2 has the form (x) = ◦Trk2/Fp (bpx) for a unique b ∈ k2 independent
of x ∈ k2. Therefore
(H2(x)) =  ◦ Trk/Fp ((bG(x))p) =  ◦ Trk/Fp (bG(x)) = (G(x)b1−p)
so that (H(x)) = (H1(x) + G(x)b1−p) for all x ∈ k2. In other words, we may
replace H(T ) by H1(T )+ b1−pG(T ). Repeating the same procedure, we may assume
that no term occurring in H has exponent divisible by p. In particular, there is no loss
of generality in assuming the degree d of H coprime to p in this section.
3. Character sums attached to a multiplicative character
Fix a degree n extension kn of k. Let G(T ) = cG1(T )G2(T ) be the quotient of two relatively
prime monic polynomials G1, G2 over kn multiplied by a nonzero constant c in kn.
Let  be a multiplicative character of k×n of order d > 1 extended to P 1(kn) with
(0) = (∞) = 0. Denote by 
i , 1 iM , the distinct roots of G1(T )G2(T ) in an
algebraic closure of kn. Thus we may write
G(T ) = c
∏
1 iM
(T − 
i )ai
for some nonzero integers ai . The monic minimal polynomial v over k of a root 

of G1G2 corresponds to a place v of K = k(T ). The collection of such places v is
denoted by supp′ G. Thus, the cardinality of supp′ G is at most M, and 
i , 1 iM ,
are roots of Q(T ), the product of v over all places v in supp′ G. Deﬁne suppG, the
support of G over k, to be supp′ G if degG = degG1 − degG2 = 0, and the union of
supp′ G with {∞} if degG = 0. Therefore suppG is the set of places of k(T ) divisible
by the places of kn(T ), where G has either a zero or a pole. At a place v of K, write
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s = gcd(n, deg v) and deﬁne
bv(G) = gcd((b1 + qb2 + · · · + qs−1bs)(qn − 1)/(qs − 1), qn − 1),
where b1, . . . , bs are the respective order of 
, 
q, . . . , 
q
s−1 in G for any choice of an
element 
 corresponding to the place v if v = ∞, and b1 = degG if v = ∞. Note that
while the bj ’s depend on the choice of 
, the value b1 + qb2 + · · · + qs−1bs is unique
up to multiplication by a power of q, and consequently bv(G) is well deﬁned.
Parallel to Theorem 3, we prove the following multiplicative counter part.
Theorem 5. Let kn, G(T ) and  be as above. There exists an idele class character 	
of K with the following properties.
(i) 	 is unramiﬁed outside suppG.
(ii) Let v be a place of K outside {∞} ∪ suppG corresponding to the points j,v ,
1jdeg v, in an algebraic closure of k. Then
	v(v) = 
⎛
⎝ ∏
1 jdeg v
G(j,v)
⎞
⎠ .
Furthermore, if degG = 0, then 	 is unramiﬁed at ∞ and 	∞(∞) = (G(∞)) =
(c).
(iii) The conductor of 	 is at most ∑v∈suppG v. Furthermore, 	 is ramiﬁed at a place
v if and only if the order d of  does not divide bv(G) deﬁned above.
The case kn = k, that is, n = 1, was part of Theorem 4 on p. 94 of [Li1]. The proof
for general n below is parallel to the proof in [Li1]; the main distinction lies in the
analysis of the conductor.
Proof. At each place v outside {∞} ∪ suppG corresponding to the points j,v ,
1jdeg v, denote by v the monic irreducible polynomial of j,v , which is a uni-
formizer at v. Deﬁne 	v to be 1 on the units Uv and its value at v given by
	v(v) = 
⎛
⎝ ∏
1 jdeg v
G(j,v)
⎞
⎠ ,
which is also equal to
(c)deg v
⎛
⎝ ∏
1 iM
v(
i )
ai
⎞
⎠ (−1)deg v degG.
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In case degG = 0 (so that G(∞) = c), deﬁne 	∞ to be 1 on the group of units U∞
and
	∞(∞) = (G(∞)) = (c).
So far we have deﬁned an unramiﬁed character 	 on the subgroup
∏′
v /∈suppG K×v of
ideles of K satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). Extend 	 to I ′ :=∏′v /∈suppG K×v ∏v∈suppG
(1+Pv) by letting it be 1 on ∏v∈suppG(1+Pv). Since the group of ideles of K is the
product of K× and I ′, 	 extends to an idele class character of K if and only if it is
trivial on the intersection K× ∩ I ′. To check this, let h(T ) ∈ K× ∩ I ′. Write h(T ) as
h1(T )/h2(T ) for two nonzero relatively prime polynomials h1, h2 in k[T ]. Therefore,
at each place v in supp′ G, we have both h1 and h2 coprime to v , and h1(T )−h2(T )
lies in Pv . Hence h1(T ) − h2(T ) is divisible by the polynomial Q(T ) over k, and
therefore by G1(T )G2(T ) over kn. This shows that h1(
i ) = h2(
i ) = 0 and hence
h(
i ) = 1 for all 1 iM . It then follows from deﬁnition that
∏
v /∈suppG, v =∞
	v(h) = (c)degh
⎛
⎝ ∏
1 iM
h(
i )
ai
⎞
⎠ (−1)degh degG(b)−degG
= (c)degh(−1)degh degG(b)−degG,
where b is the leading coefﬁcient of h1 divided by the leading coefﬁcient of h2. If ∞
is not in suppG, then degG = 0 and 	∞(h) = (c)−degh by deﬁnition; therefore we
have
	(h) =
∏
v /∈suppG
	v(h) = 1.
If ∞ ∈ suppG, then we have further degh1 = degh2 and h(∞) = 1 = b. Therefore
degh = 0 and the same conclusion 	(h) = 1 holds. Hence, we may extend 	 to an
idele class character of K satisfying (i) and (ii).
It remains to check the conductor of 	 deﬁned above. It is clear from construction
that the conductor of 	 is at most
∑
v∈suppG v. We proceed to examine the condition
for 	 to ramify at each place in suppG.
Let v be a place in supp′ G. The ﬁeld kn(T ) is a degree n unramiﬁed Galois extension
of k(T ). There are s = gcd(n, deg v) places w1, . . . , ws of kn(T ) lying above v. In
other words, v decomposes into a product of s irreducible factors w1 , . . . , ws over
kn, each of degree equal to deg v/ gcd(n, deg v) = (deg v)/s. By assumption, some
zeros and/or poles of G(T ) are roots of v , say, 
1 is a root of w1 . Then for 1js,
wj is the monic minimal polynomial of 

qj−1
1 over kn, and the roots of each wj
are conjugate over kn. Note that the residue ﬁeld at each wj is a degree (deg v)/s
extension of kn, hence they are all equal to kn(
1), while the residue ﬁeld at v is
k(
1) = ks(
1) = kdeg v , where ks = kn ∩ kdeg v . The Galois group of kn(
1) over kn is
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naturally isomorphic to the Galois group of ks(
1) over ks . Since G(T ) is a rational
function over kn, there are integers b1, . . . , bs such that G(T ) = R(T )∏1 j s bjwj ,
where none of the zeros and poles of R(T ) are conjugate to 
1. The bj ’s obtained this
way may be used to deﬁne the quantity bv(G).
Given any polynomial x(T ) in k[T ] prime to v , by Chinese remainder theorem,
there are polynomials h1(T ) and h2(T ) such that
h1(T ) ≡ x(T ), h2(T ) ≡ 1 (modPv),
h1(T ) ≡ h2(T ) ≡ 1 (modPv′) for all v′ ∈ supp′ G, v′ = v.
Adding a multiple of Q(T ) to h1 and h2 if necessary, we may assume that h1 and
h2 have the same degree and the same leading coefﬁcient. Let h = h1/h2; it is an
element of K× which lies in 1+Pv′ for all v′ in suppG other than v. It then follows
from 	(h) = 1 and the deﬁnition of 	 that
	v(x(T )) = 	v(h) =
∏
1 iM
(h(
i ))
−ai
=
∏
1 j s
(Nkn(
1)/kn(h(

qj−1
1 ))
−bj
=
∏
1 j s
(Nkn(
1)/kn(h(
1)))
−qj−1bj
= (Nkn(
1)/kn(x(
1)))−b1−qb2−···−q
s−1bs .
As x(T ) runs through polynomials in k[T ] coprime to v , the value x(
1) runs through
all elements in k(
1)× = ks(
1)×, and its image under Nkn(
1)/kn runs through all
elements in k×s since Gal(kn(
1)/kn) is isomorphic to Gal(ks(
1)/ks), as remarked
before. Therefore, 	 is ramiﬁed at v if and only if b1+qb2+···+qs−1bs is nontrivial on
k×s .
Finally suppose ∞ is in suppG. Since it has degree one, there is only one place
in kn(T ) lying above it. Choose h2(T ) = 1 + Q(T ) and h1(T ) = 1 + bQ(T ) with
b ∈ k×. Then h(T ) = h1(T )/h2(T ) is ≡ 1 (modPv) for all v in supp′ G, and h(T ) ≡
b (modP∞). Similar to the above argument, we ﬁnd
	∞(b) = 	∞(h(T )) =
∏
1 iM
(h(
i ))
−ai
=
∏
1 iM
(Q(
i ) + b−1)−ai = (b)degG.
This shows that 	 is ramiﬁed at ∞ if and only if degG is nontrivial on k×, the same
conclusion as the previous case.
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To compare our conclusion with the statement (iii), it sufﬁces to note that k×s
is equal to k×n raised to the power (qn − 1)/(qs − 1). This completes the proof of
Theorem 5. 
Combining Theorem 5 and Proposition 1, we obtain
Corollary 2. Let  be a character of k×n of order d > 1, and let G(T ) be a nonzero
rational function over kn. Denote by m the sum of the degrees of the places v in suppG
such that d does not divide bv(G). Suppose m > 0. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈P 1(k)
(G(x))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (m − 2)
√
q.
This is because the assumption m > 0 implies that the idele class character 	
associated to  and G is ramiﬁed with the degree of the conductor equal to m.
For example, let n = 2, G(T ) = (T − yq)/(T − y) as in the previous section, and
 be a character of k×2 of order d. The support of G consists of one place w with
w(T ) = (T − y)(T − yq). We have s = gcd(n, degw) = 2. By taking 
 = y, we get
b1 = −1 and b2 = 1 so that bw(G) = gcd(b1 + qb2, q2 − 1) = q − 1. Then the idele
class character 	 associated to  and G as in Theorem 5 is unramiﬁed if and only if
d divides q − 1, which is equivalent to  being trivial on N, the kernel of the norm
map from k2 to k. When d does not divide q − 1, we have m = degw = 2, and by
corollary above, the sum ∑
x∈P 1(k)
(G(x)) = 0.
This is as it should be because as x runs through the elements in P 1(k), G(x) runs
through the elements in N, on which  is nontrivial and hence the zero sum.
More generally, let n = 2,  be a character of k×2 of order d > 1, and G(T ) be a
rational function over k2. A place v in suppG of odd degree is inert in k2(T ); hence
we have s = 1 and b1 is the order of G(T ) at v and bv(G) = gcd(b1(q+1), q2−1). A
place v in suppG of even degree splits into two places w1 and w2 in k2(T ); we have
s = 2, bi is the order of G(T ) at wi for i = 1, 2, and bv(G) = gcd(b1 + qb2, q2 − 1).
Corollary 3. Let  be a character of k×2 of order d > 1, and let R(T ) be a nonzero
rational function over k2. Let G(T ) = R(yq+Ty+T ) for some y in k2\k. Let m be the sum
of the degrees of the places v in suppG with dbv(G). Suppose m > 0. Then we have∣∣∣∣∣
∑
t∈N
(R(t))
∣∣∣∣∣ (m − 2)√q.
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Proof. As remarked before, elements in N are (yq+a)/(y+a) for a ∈ P 1(k). Therefore
∑
t∈N
(R(t)) =
∑
a∈P 1(k)
(G(a)).
The conclusion follows from the previous corollary. 
Combining Theorems 3 and 5, we have
Theorem 6. Let  be a nontrivial additive character of k2 and let  be a multiplicative
character of k×2 of order d. Let H(T ) be a polynomial over k2 of degree n prime to
p. Let R(T ) be a nonzero rational function over k2 and G(T ) = R(yq+Ty+T ) for some y
in k2\k. Let m be the sum of the degrees of the places v in suppG with v = w and
dbv(G), where w is the place of K = k(T ) corresponding to the elements y, yq in
k2. Then ∣∣∣∣∣
∑
t∈N
(R(t))(H(t))
∣∣∣∣∣ (m + 2n)√q.
Proof. Let w be the place of K = k(T ) corresponding to the elements y, yq in
k2. Let  be the idele class character of K attached to  and H(1 + (yq − y)T )
by Theorem 3, and let 	 be the idele class character of K attached to  and G
by Theorem 5. Then the conductor of  is (n + 1)w, while the conductor of 	 is∑
v∈suppG, d  bv(G) v. Thus, the product 	 is a ramiﬁed idele class character of K with
conductor (n + 1)w +∑v∈suppG, d  bv(G), v =w v, which has degree 2(n + 1) + m. The
desired conclusion follows from Proposition 1. 
Note that this theorem reduces to Theorem 4 when R(T ) = T .
4. An application
Besides the application in [GPGS] related to Dickson polynomials alluded to in
Section 2, we exhibit another application of our character sum estimates below.
In code-division multiple-access communication systems that employ phase-shift key-
ing modulation, the messages to be transmitted are presented by periodic sequences.
It is desirable to construct a large family of cyclically different sequences with low
correlations to allow a large number of intermittent users and to minimize interfer-
ence due to the simultaneous presence of other users. In [KHC], Kumar, Helleseth
and Calderbank pioneered a construction of such families using estimates of character
sums over p-adic ﬁelds. This was further generalized in [Li2]. We end this paper by
remarking that the estimates obtained in this paper may also be used to construct such
sequences.
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Fix a nontrivial additive character  of the ﬁnite ﬁeld k2 with q2 elements, and a
positive integer d which is prime to the characteristic p of k2. The group N of elements
in k2 with norm to k equal to 1 is a cyclic group of order q + 1; choose a generator,
say, . Denote by S the collection of nonzero polynomials over k2 of degree at most
d in which no terms with exponent divisible by p occur. For H ∈ S, deﬁne a sequence
s(H) = (s1, s2, . . .), where sj = (H(j )) for j1. Clearly, s(H) has period q + 1.
Further, s(H) shifted forward by j positions is precisely s(H ′) with H ′(T ) = H(j T ).
Hence, as H runs through representatives of S modulo multiplication by N, we obtain
a family F of periodic cyclically different sequences s(H) of length L = q + 1 and
maximum correlation Cmax at most 2d
√
q, as a result of Corollary 1. The size of F
is (q2d − q2[d/p])/(q + 1), and the family uses p symbols, namely, the image of .
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